ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
24 to 54 Inch Rotary Control Dampers
Allow \( \frac{1}{2}'' \) Clearance in Masonry at Each End for Expansion

1.) Put tube and face plate on square rod. Tube flange prevents turning in masonry joint.
2.) Insert steel rod through large bottom hole in front frame of damper. Push rod through hole in worm and rear bearing and assemble other parts as illustrated.
3.) Leave set screw in worm loose until damper is installed. Push face plate snug against face brick. Reach through fireplace opening and tighten set screw securely. If steel rod is too long it may be cut off at rear.

VESTAL FIREPLACE DAMPER LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY
(Appplies to Steel Valve Plate Dampers Only)
The steel valve plate of your Vestal Fireplace Damper is warranted against defects in workmanship and material for the lifetime of original consumer owner. Other parts carry no warranties of any kind.
Any claim must be presented in writing to Vestal Manufacturing, Sales Department, P.O. Box 420, Sweetwater, Tennessee 37874, by registered mail within thirty (30) days following discovery of the defect. The notice shall contain the date and place of purchase, date of installation, the name, address and telephone number of the owner and a brief description of the nature of the defect.
Vestal will replace the defective component covered by this warranty; however, Vestal cannot be responsible for any product failures, damages or other costs proximately caused by or which may result from incorrect installation, handling, operation, misuse or abuse or modifications or repairs not authorized by Vestal Manufacturing. Any of these listed causes may void this Lifetime Warranty.

THE WARRANTY OF YOUR VESTAL DAMPER IS LIMITED ONLY TO THE FIRST CONSUMER OWNER AND ONLY TO THE SPECIFICS STATED ABOVE. THERE ARE NO OTHER WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED INCLUDING THOSE OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. VESTAL SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHICH MAY ARISE OUT OF THE USE OF THE UNIT. IF STATE LAWS PRECLUDE A PROHIBITION OF SUCH DAMAGES, LIABILITY SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE PRICE OF THE UNIT ITSELF, SINCE SOME STATES MAY NOT ALLOW LIMITATION ON IMPLIED WARRANTIES. TIMES AND LIMITATIONS OF DAMAGES, ALL OF THESE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.